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Abstract
Correct phosphorylation site assignment for high throughput tandem mass spectrometry
(LC-MS/MS) data is one of the most common and critical aspects of phosphoproteomics. In
this report, we present a graphical user interface (GUI) implemented in JAVA for phosphorylation site assignment. The GUI implements the PhosSA algorithm and is tested on a variety
of operating systems and computing platforms. The GUI is divided into two parts: The first
part takes input from multiple search engines (i.e. Sequest and Mascot) and converts it into
PhosSA compatible format. The second part of the GUI runs the site assignment algorithm
using varying thresholds for HCD and CID fragmentation methodologies. The software
is accessible for free at: http://helixweb.nih.gov/ESBL/PhosSA/ for all non-commercial
purposes.
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Introduction

Mass spectrometry is a fundamental part of any modern proteomics research platform for
large-scale protein identification and quantification [1][2][3]. In order to get peptide sequence
information, a number of fragmentation methods are employed, such as CID (collision induced dissociation) and HCD (Higher Energy Collisional Dissociation). Search engines that
map the fragmentation spectra to the peptides using databases are used for protein identification [4][5].
Phosphoproteomics is an emerging area in protein mass spectrometry and has useful
applications in biology [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. As mass spectrometers get more
efficient, computational tools are required that can deal efficiently with large data sets.
Historically, correct phosphorylation site assignment has been done using manual inspection.
However, with the advent of high throughput mass spectrometers, the data generated is
generally vast and manual site assignment is no longer practical. Therefore a number of site
assignment tools have been recently proposed [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].
Previously, our lab presented the first dynamic programming solution to phosphorylation
site assignment called PhosSA[22]. The main goal of the current report is to present a user
friendly graphical user interface that implements the PhosSA algorithm [22]. We discuss
different characteristics of the developed GUI and a step by step procedure that researchers
can find useful for their phosphorylation site assignment problems. At the end of the report
we also present a method that would allow users to decide the site assignment for composite
spectra. PhosSA algorithm has been used successfully in a number of studies[23, 24].
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Graphical User Interface

PhosSA has been implemented using the JAVA programming language. The software assumes an input from Sequest search results (.out and .dta files). There is a wide variability in
the formats representing mass spectrometry data. Therefore, we have developed convertors
embedded in the GUI to make it compatible with multiple formats. Two main convertors
included on our webpage is a convertor that transforms Proteome Discoverer(.msf) files and
another convertor that converts PepXml files to .out files. Both Sequest and Mascot search
results can be exported as PepXml format. In both of the cases, spectral (.dta) files can
be imported using Proteome Discoverer. The layout of the GUI is shown in Fig. 1. The
following section describes step-by-step user instructions.

2.1

Installation and Configuration

Since, PhosSA GUI has been implemented using the JAVA programming language no installation of the program is required. The executable of the program is a .jar file which is
equivalent to an .exe file familiar to most PC users. Although there is no need to install
the program (only have to double click the distributed jar file), the computer system should
be configured correctly for the program to operate. The algorithm has been implemented
in Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build1:6:0). Therefore, a JAVA SUN version of 1.6
or higher is required on the system. Since, JAVA versions are backward compatible, the
program will run correctly with a newer version of JAVA. For the uninitiated, the users can
go to www.java.com/getjava/, which will take you to a java download site and recommend
the correct version of java considering your computer hardware and operating system.
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Figure 1: Graphical User Interface developed for phosphorylation site assignment is shown

2.2

File Formats Conversion

Three file format convertors are available from our webpage http://helixweb.nih.gov/
ESBL/PhosSA/. One of the convertors is shown in Fig. 1 in part 1, which converts a .PepXml
file to .out files. This allows both the Sequest and Mascot search results to be compatible
with PhosSA since both of the search results can be transformed in Pepxml using Proteome
Discoverer and then converted into .out files. There is another convertor available from our
webpage which converts a .msf file to .out file. The user would have to click ”browse” (B)
which will open up the file system on the machine. The user then chooses the .PepXml
file that he/she wishes to convert. Once the file is selected, the complete path of the file is
shown in the status bar labeled with (A). Thereafter, the user hits ”Convert” (labeled C) to
convert the PepXml file to .out file. Once the conversion is complete a message will appear
alerting the user. Note that the .out file(s) would be produced in the same folder where
.PepXml file resides. One can use (export → spectra → .dta) schema in Proteome discoverer
to convert .msf to .dta. Note that .out and .dta files should be in one folder for the GUI
to run correctly. The flowchart that researchers can use for different format conversions is
shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: A flowchart shows the various ways in which convertors can be used provided on the
webpage for the user. The figure shows that .msf file can be converted into .out files using convertor
1 (msf-to-out convertor). Different convertors 2 (Mascot PepXml-to-out convertor) and 3 (Sequest
PepXml-to-out convertor) are provided for conversion of Mascot and Sequest search files using
.PepXml files that can be generated using built in Proteome Discoverer utility. The .dta files can
be converted using the built in utility in Proteome Discoverer. The .out and .dta files are then fed
into the PhosSA algorithm.

2.3

Executing the site assignment routine

Figure 1 (2nd section) shows the part that is used for executing the site assignment algorithm
with the assumption that .dta and .out files are present in the folder. The user can choose a
folder that has both .out and .dta files (produced using the method described in the previous
section) using browse function (E). Once the user has chosen a local folder, the status of
the file and the path appears on the bar (labeled D). The user can then choose two other
attributes that would aid PhosSA in making a superior assignment. The two attributes are
briefly explained below:
1. Fragmentation methodology: There are two fragmentation options provided to the
user, namely HCD and CID (labeled F in Fig. 1). The user can choose the fragmentation methodology for the specified data using the radio buttons labeled as ”HCD” and
”CID”. It is important to select the correct fragmentation methodology because of the
differences in the peaks and noise levels considered by PhosSA for different fragmentation methodologies. Incorrect selection would result in less accurate site assignment.
2. DeltaCn threshold : For PhosSA algorithm, threshold is similar to the deltaCn (dCn )
function used in algorithms like Sequest [5][25][4][26]. The dCn threshold is defined as
3

the difference of the highest and second highest scoring sites which is normalized with
the highest scoring peptide. If there are two scores very close to each other, then it is
very difficult to decide if the peptide that has the highest score is correct. Thus, for
our purposes the higher dCn , the higher the accuracy of the assigned sites. The user
can set a dCn threshold by inserting numbers from 0(lowest quality) to 0.99(highest
quality) in the bar labeled as G in Fig.1.
Once the user has chosen the folder that has .out and .dta files, the fragmentation methodology, and the dCn appropriate for the dataset, PhosSA can be executed by using ”Run
PhosSA” labeled as H in the figure. After execution of the algorithm, the program generates
a dialog box that informs the user that the algorithms is done computing. The results from
PhosSA are stored in outresult2 file in the same folder where .dta and .out files resided in
the user computer. Another parameter, the redundancy metric, is also available in PhosSA
algorithm. Redundancy is found to be extremely effective for classification [22], and is set as
a constant value of 7 in the PhosSA algorithm. The redundancy metric along with dCn is
used for classification of the peptides. We recommend a value of dCn = 0.99 to be used for
most data sets. The results are reported in a text file and a brief explanation of the format
of the results is discussed in the next section.
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Results Report

Figure 3: The output format in a text file is shown.
Figure 3 shows standard formatted PhosSA output. As can be seen in the figure the
output consists of 5 columns each of which is distinctly color coded in the figure for ease
of presentation. The first column consists of the name of the .out and .dta file. Note that
the file format shown and used in PhosSA is same as used in Sequest output format i.e.
Name-of-sample.start-scan.end-scan.charge.[out/dta]. The second column reports a peptide
with site assigned. Note that each of the reported peptide has a amino acid at the start
followed by a dot and each of the peptide ends by a dot followed by an amino acid. Each of
these start and stop sites are used as sentinel values for efficient processing in the computer
program. Therefore these amino acids are to be ignored when doing further processing i.e.
start of the real peptide are after the dot and end of the real peptide is before the second
dot. The third column reports the dCn value for the reported peptide and scan number.
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The closer this number is to 1, the more confident the site assignment. The fourth column
reports the redundancy metric that is calculated for the peptide. The details about the
implementation of the redundancy metric have been previously described[22]. In general, a
higher redundancy values indicate a more confident site assignment. The last column reports
two states, ”passed” or ”ambiguous”, for each peptide. This is the final verdict given by
PhosSA algorithm.

3.1

Ambiguous Site Assignment

PhosSA is designed for site assignment at the peptide level. The standard PhosSA output
consists of two types of assignments, ”passed” and ”ambiguous”. Peptides that are labeled
”passed” possess phosphorylation sites that have been assigned with high confidence based
on both the dCn value and redundancy filter. Peptides that are labeled ”ambiguous” possess
phosphorylation sites that have not been assigned with confidence and may require further
investigation. There are multiple reason why the algorithm would assign a phosphopeptide
as ”ambiguous” e.g. poor spectral quality, the presence of composite spectra (i.e. spectra
containing more than one distinct peptide species), and instances where multiple phosphorylatable residues are in close proximity (resulting in a low dCn value). In cases where the
phosphopeptide is reported ”ambiguous”, we suggest users may wish to try an additional
program CPhos [27], to break the tie between assignment(s). CPhos utilizes an informationtheory based algorithm to assess the conservation of phosphorylation sites among species.
We assert that the site (even if it is reported ambiguous by PhosSA) is likely to be correctly
assigned if it is well conserved across multiple species, as conserved phosphorylation sites are
more likely to play functional roles than non-conserved sites. Ba and Moses, 2010, Landry
2009, Malik 2008.
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Discussion

In this report we have given a short introduction to a graphical user interface that we have
developed for phosphorylation site assignment. The site assignment algorithm called PhosSA
has been implemented using JAVA programming language and is machine and operating system(OS) independant. The implemented GUI has been tested on windows, mac and Linux
operating systems and is available free of charge to any one for non-commercial purposes.
This report is intended as a guide for phosphorylation site assignment using PhosSA algorithm for proteomics practitioners. In this report we discussed the format/layout of the GUI
and explained in some detail the various parts and function of the user interface. We also
discussed the different format conversion that are available in the interface and some aspects
of parameters that are used in the algorithm. The output format of the algorithm is also
discussed in some detail to aid the users in understanding the results from PhosSA. The
developed interface is easy to use, requires minimal configuration and is portable on various
platforms. We expect a wide variety of proteomics and mass spectrometry users to benefit
from our easy to use graphical user interface for site assignment.
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